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The Milton Arms, Elsecar 
 
As an Architect and designer to the pub industry for over 30 years, the government enforced closure  
of pubs early this year as a response to the coronavirus pandemic, left me with a heavy heart.  
Not just because of the instantaneous loss of work, but because I, like True North am passionate about the 
British pub. The unique experience and the joy of community that the pub brings to anyone that spends time 
with friends and family within its walls. A place to relax, unwind, chat, laugh and make new friends. 
 
For this reason, Kane, his team at True North and I have worked hard over the last few months to try and  
ensure the future of the Milton Arms. The reality is that having spent much time and effort in creating a 
quintessentially British pub in your village, this could all be lost.  
 
With the likely introduction of new rules when pubs can reopen, the site will see its number of customers 
allowed inside at any one time reduce from 130 to 60. With fixed overheads and additional costs associated 
with the new normal, this reduction would sadly mean that the pub could not sustain itself. The potential of 
permanent closure, seeing the pub boarded up and closed for the foreseeable future, is a real possibility.  
 
The proposition currently submitted for planning consent is to remove the old unsightly shed and 
conservatory, replacing this with a new extension and area of outside seating. This will give the Milton  
Arms a true chance to survive. Even with a socially distanced layout, the additional 20 seats could mean the 
difference between a sustainable business and a closed pub in the middle of the village. 
 
Kane and I both hope that you love your pub as much as we do. We would really appreciate your support  
and if you are able, a few words can be submitted via the link below. 
 
https://wwwapplications.barnsley.gov.uk/PlanningExplorerMVC/Home/CommentOnApplication?planningApplic
ationNumber=2020%2F0476 
 
The full application details can be viewed by following the link below. 
 
https://wwwapplications.barnsley.gov.uk/PlanningExplorerMVC/Home/ApplicationDetails?planningApplication
Number=2020%2F0476#furtherinfo 
 
Thank you for your past and future belief in the Milton Arms.  
 
 

Tracy-Jane Neal 
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